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Abstract 
A relation between recursive object types, called matching, has been proposed [8] to provide 
an adequate typing of inheritance in class-based languages. 
This paper investigates the role of this relation in the design of a type system for the Lambdu 
CuIcuZus of Objects [ 151. A new type system for this calculus is defined that uses implicit match- 
bounded quantification over type variables instead of implicit quantification over row schemes 
~ as in [15] ~ to capture MyType polymorphic types for methods. An operational semantics is 
defined for the untyped calculus and type soundness for the new system is proved as a corollary 
of a subject reduction property. A formal analysis of the relative expressive power of the two 
systems is also carried out, that explains how the row schemes of [ 151 can be understood in terms 
of matching, and shows that the new system is as powerful as the original one on derivations 
of typing judgements for closed objects. @ 1999-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
The design of safe and flexible type systems for object-oriented languages has been 
a challenge for a large research community over the past years. The interest of this 
research has initially been centered around class-based languages. More recently, in the 
attempt to gain deeper insight into some of the fundamental typing problems arising 
in these languages, researchers in the field have directed their attention to object-based 
calculi [3]. 
Despite the conceptual difference between the underlying object-oriented models, 3 
several ideas originated from the experience on class-based languages ~ notably, the 
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’ A preliminary version of the present paper appeared in [4]. 
2 Partially supported by ESPRIT BRA 7232, Gentzen. 
3 Briefly: in class-based languages, objects are created by class instantiation and inheritance ties place at 
the class level. In object-based models, instead, objects are created from existing objects used as prototypes, 
and inheritance occurs at the object-level. 
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notions of row variable [ 171 and of recursive record types [l 1,12,14] - have then 
proved useful in the design of type systems for object-based languages. Continuing 
this line of research, in this paper we investigate the role of matching [8] in the 
design of a type system for the Lambda Calculus of Objects [ 151. 
The Lambda Calculus of Objects [15] is an object-based language defined as an 
extension of the simply-typed A-calculus with object-related forms and primitives for 
defining (or redefining) and invoking methods on objects. The distinguishing feature of 
this calculus, with respect to its companion calculi in the literature [3] is the presence 
of primitives for changing the shape of an object by the addition of new methods. 
In [ 151 a type system for this calculus is defined, that provides for static detection 
of errors such as message-not-understood, while at the same time allowing types of 
methods to be specialized to the type of the inheriting objects. This mechanism, that 
is commonly referred to as MyType specialization, is rendered in the type system 
in terms of a form of higher-order row-polymorphism which, in turn, uses implicit 
quantification over row schemes to capture the underling notion of protocol extension 
(called row extension in [15]). 
The type system we present in this paper inherits some of the fundamental ideas 
from the original system - notably the same variable-discharging pattern in the typing 
of methods - but takes a rather different approach in the modeling of MyType spe- 
cialization. The new solution is based on using matching and implicit match-bounded 
quantification over type variables to characterize types of methods as type schemes 
(i.e. types polymorphic in these variables), and to enforce correct instantiation of the 
schemes as methods are inherited. 
Matching is a relation over recursive object-types that was first introduced by [8] 
as an alternative to F-bounded subtyping [ 131 in modeling the subclass relation in 
class-based languages. In [2], this relation was then proposed as a complement to 
higher-order subtyping to provide an adequate typing of method inheritance in related 
languages. The system we present in this paper shows that matching can be employed 
to explain the effect of row-polymorphism in the type system of [15]. A formal study 
of the relative expressive power of the two systems shows, in fact, that the new system 
is as powerful as the original one on typing judgements for closed objects. The proof 
of this result is rather technical, but at the same time interesting at the conceptual level, 
because it sheds considerable light on the role of row schemes in [15]. The proof is 
carried out in two steps. A preliminary analysis of the original system allows us to 
identify and isolate the “relevant” uses of row schemes in the typing derivations of that 
system, and to show how they can be encoded into derivations of the new system using 
corresponding type variables. From this result, we then show that all typing judgements 
for closed objects derivable in [15] are derivable also in our system. 
The choice of matching and implicit match-bounded quantification in the new system 
has two interesting payoffs with respect to quantification over row schemes. Firstly, as 
shown by the comparative analysis of the two systems, it saves part of the technical 
overhead of the calculus of rows, and it allows simpler and more direct inductive 
proofs of subject reduction and type soundness. Secondly, and more importantly, it 
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seems to provide deeper insight as to how the Lambda Calculus of Objects relates to 
other existing object-based and class-based languages, notably to the Object Calczdus 
of [3], and to the calculi of [8, lo]. The new characterization of row schemes in terms 
of matching may provide a simple and uniform basis for relating these systems on a 
formal basis. 
2. The untyped calculus 
An expression of the untyped calculus is any of the following: 
e ::=x 1 c 1 Lx.e 1 el e2 1 () I (el+--t m=ez) I (elt m=ez) I e * m, 
where x is a variable, c a constant and m a method name. As usual, expressions that 
differ only in the names of bound variables are identified; constants are assumed to 
range over values of basic types. The reading of the object-related forms is as follows: 
0 is the empty object, 
(el tt m=e2) extends el with a new method m having body e2, 
(er + m=ef) replaces the current body for m, in er, with e2, 
e*m sends message m to e. 
The expression (et++ m=e2) is defined only when el denotes an object that does not 
have an m method, whereas (elc m=e2) is defined only when el denotes an object 
that does contain an m method. As in [ 151, both these conditions are enforced statically 
by the type system. 
Method invocation, denoted by e + m, requires e to be an object containing the 
m method, and comprises two separate actions, search and self-application. Evaluating 
the message e (; m requires a search of the body of m within e; once the body is 
found, it is applied to e itself. To formalize this behavior, we introduce a subsidiary 
object expression, e t--’ m, whose intuitive semantics is as follows: evaluating e t--’ m 
results into a recursive traversal of the “subobjects” of e, that succeeds upon reaching 
the right-most addition or override of the method in question. The use of the search 
expression is inspired by [7], and it provides a more direct technical device than the 
bookkeeping relation originally introduced in [ 151. 
2.1. Reduction 
Table 1 defines the top-level reduction relation for the calculus; the definition is by 
cases, and the notation M is short for either t-t- or c . 
The evaluation relation can be defined as follows. First define a context C[-] to be 
an expression with a single hole, and let C[e] be the result of filling the hole with the 
expression e. Then define the relation of one-step evaluation as follows: 
eval 
el de2 if el = C[e’,], e2 = C[ei], and ei + ei. 
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Table 1 
Top-level reduction for the untyped calculus 
(-+I 
(Q succ) 
(+-J next) 
eefn 
(el+-c m=e2) * m 
(elm n=e2) + m 
> (e * m)e 
> e2 
> el +m (nfm) 
Table 2 
Operational semantics 
Evaluation 
(eval val) 
val JJ. val 
(eval app) 
(eval send) 
e U obj obj + m * e’ e’ obj JL val 
e + m J. val 
Search 
(search succ) 
(elto m=e2) + m -+ e2 
(search next) 
el &obj objf-‘m-+e 
Finally, define the evaluation relation e% as the reflexive and transitive closure of 
eval 
-. 
2.2. Operational semantics 
To formalize a notion of operational semantics, we introduce an evaluation strategy. 
Following the standard practice, this strategy is lazy in that it does not work under 
J-abstractions; similarly, it defers reducing under primitives of object formation until 
reduction is required to evaluate a message send. 
As usual, the goal of evaluation is to reduce a closed expression to a value. For the 
purpose of the present calculus, we define a value to be either a &abstraction, or a 
constant (including empty object ( ) ), or an object expression of the form (er to m=ez). 
The evaluation strategy is defined in terms of two mutually recursive relations: JJ 
and -+. J,l is the actual evaluation relation, that reduces expressions to values. -uu, is an 
auxiliary relation that reduces expressions to expressions (not necessarily values) and 
models the search of methods within objects required to evaluate message sends: mutual 
recursion is needed to handle this search correctly. The two relations are axiomatized 
by the rules in Table 2 (ual denotes an arbitrary value, and obj an object expression 
of the form (et- m=ez)). 
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Observe that the operational semantics is deterministic: specifically, if e .!,l vail and 
e 4.l valz, then vail E valz. Furthermore, both Jl and -vut are contained in e%. More 
formally: 
* 
Proposition 1. If e JJ val, then e e% val. Similarly, if e -+ e’, then e ‘f% e’. 
3. Types and Pro[to]-Types 
Objects are elements of types of the form: 
pro t.((m,x1,. . . ) nz~X~)), 
where the mi’s are method names, the ri’s are type expressions, and the row ((ml ~1,. . . , 
mk:tk)) defines the interface or protocol of the objects of this type. The binder pro 
scopes over the row, and the bound variable t may occur free within the scope of the 
binder, with every free occurrence referring to the pro-type itself. As such, pro-types 
are a form of recursively-defined types, even though pro is not to be understood as a 
fixed-point operator: as in [ 1.51, the self-referential nature of these types is axiomatized 
by the typing rules, rather than defined in terms of an explicit unfolding rule. 
3.1. Types, rows and judgements 
The complete set of types includes type constants, type variables, function types and 
pro-types, as defined by the following productions: 
Types r ::= b 1 t 1 7-z 1 prot.R 
Rows R ::= (0) 1 ((R 1 rem)). 
The symbol b denotes type constants like int, real, . . ., while t denotes type variables. 
Throughout the paper we use the following conventions: types are denoted by greek 
letters such as r, r~, s, p,. . . . Type variables, instead, are denoted by t as well as by the 
letters u and v: typically t will be the variable associated with the binder pro, while 
u and u are used to indicate match-bound type variables declared in a context (see 
below). 
The structure of rows, ranged over by R in the above productions, is similar but 
simpler than in [ 151, as we disregard row schemes formed around row variables and, 
instead, require rows to be formed only as “ground” collections of pairs “method- 
name:type”. One advantage of this choice is a simplified notion of well-formedness 
for pro-types: instead of using the kinding judgements of [15], well-formedness for 
types is formalized in our system simply as follows: the type pro t.((ml:zl,. . . ,rnk:zk)) 
is well-formed if mi # mj whenever i # j, and ri is well-formed, for i, j in { 1,. . . , k} 
(cf. Appendix A). 
Row expressions that differ only for the name of the bound variable, or for the or- 
der of the component m:r pairs are considered identical. More formally, a-conversion 
of type variables bound by pro, as well as applications of the principle: ((((R 1 
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v)) I m:z2)) = ((((R I m:72)) / ml)), are taken as syntactic conventions. The no- 
tation ((1121 :ri, . . . ,nzkxk)), used above and in the remainder of the paper, is short for 
(( ((.**(((O) I ml:zl)) I ..J) I m:vrb 
The environments, or contexts, of the type system declare term variables with their 
types and match-bounds for type variables: 
r ::= & 1 r, x : z 1 r, u <# 7. 
Contexts are lists and each tetm and type variable may be declared at most once in 
a valid context (cf. rules in Appendix A). The judgements of the type system are the 
following: 
rt* r is a valid context, 
rkr r is well-formed in r, 
Tte:r term has type, 
r t r1 <# r2 type matches type. 
We denote with Vur(r), for any type z, the set of free type variables occurring in r, 
and with Dom(r) the domain of the context r (which includes both term and type 
variables). 
3.2. Matching 
Matching is the only relation over types that we assume in the type system. It is a 
reflexive and transitive relation defined only over type variables and pro-types; for pro- 
types it formalizes the notion of protocol extension eeded in the typing of inheritance. 
The relation we use here is a simplification4 of the original matching relation [8], 
defined by the following rule (the notation m?” is short for mi:ri,. . . , mk:q): 
r t- pro t. (( m:r, n%)) 
r t pro t.((m%,n?~)) <# pro((m?~)) ( <# ProI 
Unlike the original definition [8], that allows the component types of a pro-type to 
be promoted by subtyping, our definition requires that these types coincide with the 
component types of every pro-type placed higher-up in the <# -hierarchy. Like the 
original relation, our relation has the peculiarity that it is not used in conjunction with 
a subsumption rule. These two restrictions have orthogonal motivations: the first is just 
a matter of convenience in the analysis of the relationships between our system and 
the system of [ 151; the second, instead, is crucial to prevent unsound uses of type 
promotion in the presence of method override (as in [2,8]). 
4 The same simplification can be found in [9]. 
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3.3. Typing rules for objects 
For the most part, the type system is routine; the interesting ruies are those pertaining 
to the object-related part of the calculus, which we discuss next. The first rule defines 
the type of the empty object: having no method, the type of this object has an empty 
row. 
r t () : pro t.(O) (empty)’ 
The next rule defines the typing of a method invocation: 
r k e : d r t 0 <# prot.((n : r)) 
r k e + 12 : [o/t]7 
(send) 
A call to a method n on an object e requires e to have a pro-type containing the 
method name n. The result of the call has the type t listed in the pro-type of e, 
with CJ substituted for t. The substitution [o/t] in z reflects the self-referential structure 
of pro-types we mentioned earlier in this section. A further interesting aspect of the 
above rule is that the type 0 may either be a pro-type matching prot.((n:z)), or else 
an unknown type (i.e., a type variable) occurring (match-bounded) in the context r. 
Rules like (send) are sometimes referred to as structural ruies [l], and their use is 
critical for an adequate rendering of MyType polymorphism: it is the ability to refer 
to possibly unknown types in the type rules that allows methods to act parametrically 
over any u c# r, where u is the type of self (i.e., the type of the host object), and r 
is a given pro-type. 
The need for structural rules like (send) is further clarified in the next rule, where 
we define the typing of method additions. 
r k et : pro t.((m7~)) 
r, 24 <# pro t.((m7+~, n:r)) t- e2 : [u/t](t+z) 
r t (et+-+ n=e*) : pro t.((m?__,n:r)) ’ ’ “’ (ext). 
A method addition on et requires et to be an object of some pro-type not including 
the n method, to be added. The first constraint is expressed by the top judgement in the 
premises of the rule; the second is enforced by the side condition IZ @ (6). Given this 
condition, an inductive reasoning on the formation of objects shows that the pro-type 
in the conclusion is well-formed, and hence that all the pro-types occurring in the rule 
also are well-formed. The remaining assumption is a typing for e2, the body of the n 
method. There are two things to notice about this judgement. The first is the use of the 
type variable U, match-bounded in the context, to render the polymorphism requirement 
for method bodies: if this polymorphic type can be derived for e2, then it is guaranteed 
that e2 will behave consistently on any future extension of (er+t n=e2). The second 
important aspect of this typing, that we inherit from [15], is that the method II has 
type r in the pro-type of the extended object (in the conclusion of the rule); on the 
other hand, the body of n has type t -+ z (with u substituted for t) to conform with 
the self-application semantics of method invocation. 
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The typing rule for method overrides is defined similarly to the rule for method 
addition: the difference is that we need a structural rule like (send) to be able to carry 
out derivations where the (over) rule is applied with 0 unknown (i.e., the type of self). 
rte, :d r t cr <# pro t.((m?p, n:r)) 
T,u <# prot.((m?~,n:r)) t e2 : [u/t](t+z) 
rk (eltn=ez) :o 
(over). 
We conclude with the rule for typing a search expression: 
F t e : CT F i- e <# prot.((n:z)) f F c <# e 
r t e 4 12 : [q/t](t--+7) 
(search). 
Once more we use a structural rule like (send) assuming a possibly unknown type 
(i.e., a type variable) for e. Typing a search requires, however, more generality than 
typing a method invocation because the search of a method encompasses a recursive 
inspection of the recipient object (i.e., of self). This explains the roles of the two types 
s and 0 in the above rule: given that e c--’ n arises as a result of reducing a message 
send, s is the type of the self object, to which the n message was sent and to which 
the body of n will be applied; on the other hand, 0 is the type of e, the sub-object of 
self where the body of n method is eventually found while searching within self. This 
intuitive argument is formally justified in the proof of the Subject Reduction property, 
Theorem 10. 
3.4. An example of type derivations 
We illustrate the use of the typing rules in typing derivations with an example 
borrowed from [ 151. The example also shows that the type system captures the desired 
form of MyType specialization. 
Consider first the following expression representing a point object with an x co- 
ordinate and a move method ((x = &elf. 3) is short for (0+--t x = Aself .3)): 
P e ((x = Aself. 3)ct move = Aself .Adx.(self +- x = (As. (self + x) + dx))). 
The expected typing for this expression is P : pro t.((x : int,move : int-t)). Table 3 
below sketches a derivation for this typing from the judgement E F (x = lself .3) : 
pro t.((x : int)). 
If we now invoke the move method on P, like in P X= move 2, the result of the call 
is again an object of type pro t.((x : int,move : int-t)), that coincides with P except 
for the value of the x coordinate. 
Consider then defining CP as a new point, obtained from P with the addition of a 
color method, namely: CP 6 (Ptt color = &elf .blue). With a derivation similar 
to that for P, we may prove that CP has type prot.((x : int,move : int+t, color : 
colors)). Here, although the variable t in the two types is unchanged, the meaning 
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Table 3 
Derivation of E E P : pro t.((x : in&move : int-t)) 
Contexts 
l-1 = u -c# pro t.((x : int,move : int+t)), self : u, dx : int 
r2 = rl, u + pro t.((x : int,move : int+t)), s : u 
Derivation 
(i) r2 I- (self + x) + dx : int 
by (send) from r2 t self : u and r2 k u -=c## prot.((x : int)). 
(ii) r2 - s t h.(self + x) + dx : udint 
(iii) rl k (self t x = (,k.(self + x) + dx)) : ZI 
by (ooer) from rl k self : u and rl t u c# prot.((x : int,move : int-+t)), and 2. 
(iv) rl - self - dx k Iself.ldx.(self+- x = (is.(self * x) + dx)) : u+int-+u 
(v) 8 k P : pro t.((x : int,move : M-it)) 
by (at) from E I- (x = helf .3) : pro t.((x : int)) and 4 
of this variable is changed by virtue of the self-referential nature of pro-types. The 
invocation CP S= move 2 exposes the difference: the type of this expression, namely 
pro t.((x : in&move : intWt,color : colors)), shows that the type of move has been 
specialized as the method is inherited from P to CP. 
4. Soundness of the type system 
We continue the description of the type system with a proof of type soundness. We 
first show that types are preserved by the reduction process, i.e., that if e has type 
r, and e reduces to e’, then also e’ has type r. We then use this result to prove the 
absence of stuck states in the evaluation of well-typed expressions. 
4.1. Auxiliary lemmas 
The first two lemmas are standard generation lemmas, both proved by induction 
on the derivation. The third lemma proves a useful structural property of well-formed 
types, while the last lemma shows that the following rule is admissible: 
I'1 t A r,,rz t * 
rl,r2 I-A 
(weakening). 
In the above rule, and in the rest of this section, we write r F A to denote any derivable 
judgement in the system. Throughout this section we also use the easily verified facts: 
l r t- * is derivable if so is r k A, 
l r t * is derivable if so is r, r’ t *. 
Lemma 2. If r t r~ <# z is derivable, then so are r t a and r F z. 
Lemma 3. If r F e : z is derivable, then so is r t z. 
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Lemma 4. rf r t- T is derivable, then I&r(z) C Dom( r). 
Proof. By induction on the derivation of r k z. The case when the derivation ends up 
with (typeproj) is obvious. The case of (type arrow) follows immediately by induction 
hypothesis. The case (type pro) also follows by the induction hypothesis noting that 
Var(pr0 t.((ml :zl,. . . , W:zk))) = <iJi br(zi)) \ it). q 
Lemma 5. !f rl k A, and rl, r, t- * are both derivable, then so is FL, r2 I-- A. 
Proof. We prove the following, more general, result: 
if rl, Tz 1 A, and r,, a, r2 t c are derivable, then so is Ti, a, r2 I- A, where 
a is either x : z or u <# CT. 
As a consequence, we have that rl, a t A is derivable whenever so are rl t A, and 
ri, a k rlr. That (weakening) is admissible follows then by induction on the length of 
r2. 
The proof is in two parts. We first give a proof for judgements where A is z: this is 
an easy induction on the derivation of rl,r2 k A, using renaming of variables bound 
by pro in the (tVpe pro) case. 
Then we prove the case of judgements where A is either 71 -c# zz or e : t. This 
also is by induction on the derivation of rl, f2 k A. The only interesting cases are (i) 
when a is u <# T and ri,T2 t A is the conclusion of either one of (ext) or (over), 
and (ii) when a is x : tl and rl, r2 I- A is the conclusion of (abs), with A of the form 
Jx’.e : zI-+z2 (with x’ possibly equal to x). 
In the case of (i), the proof follows directly from the induction hypothesis, noting 
that the typeability of the method body in the premises of (ext) and (over) does not 
depend on the name of the type variable that is discharged by the rule. 
In the case of (ii), the judgement in question must have been derived from a judge- 
ment of the form ri, Tz,n’ : ~1 k e : 72. Since this judgement is itself derivable, we 
have that also r,, Tz, y : ~1 k [y/x’]e : 22 is derivable, for any y # x’ that is not 
contained in rr, r2: this can be shown by induction on the derivation. 
Then, rI, i-2, y : r1 b * is derivable, and hence so is rl, r2 t 71. From the first 
part of the proof, it now follows that Tl,x : CJ, r2 k ~1 is derivable, and hence also 
rl ,X : 0, r2, y : q k * is derivable from rt ,X : cr,f~ i- * using (uar) (and noting 
that we may always choose y # x). By the induction hypothesis Ti,x : 6, r2,y : 
~1 t- [y/x’]e : 22 is derivable. Finally, by a further application of (abs), we obtain a 
derivation of Tl,x : o,r2 k Ay.[y/ x e : z1 472, which is the judgement we wished to ‘1 
derive, as Jy.[y/ x’ e is (considered) identical to Ax’.e. 0 ] 
4.2. Substitution lemmas 
We now prove two substitution lemmas for term variables and type variables: Lemma 
6 proves the desired property for term variables; Lemma 9 shows that if we derive 
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a type for an expression, and this type contains a match-bound type variable, then 
a corresponding judgement can be proved by substituting the type variable with an 
appropriate type expression. The proof of Lemma 9 requires Lemmas 7 and 8 to show 
an analogous property on all the other typing judgements of the system. Lemma 7 
shows the desired property for matching and type judgements under the additional 
hypothesis that the judgement rr, [</u]rz k * is derivable. Lemma 8 shows that this 
property is unnecessary. 
Lemma 6. If the judgements Tl,x : cr,r~ k et : z and rl I- e2 : CJ are both derivable, 
then so is the judgement rl,r2 t [eJx]et : z. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of Tl,x : c, Tz t et : 7; renaming 
of bound variables is required in the substitution [e&l to avoid variable capture. 17 
Lemma 7. Zf the judgement T,,u <# O, r2 t A, the judgement rl t s <# cr, and the 
judgement rl, [q/u]r2 t * are all derivable, then so is the judgement rl, [q/u]r2 I- 
[+]A, where A is either z or 71 <# 72. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of TI, u <# cr, r2 I- A. 
l (type proj). In this case A is r and we distinguish two subcases, depending on 
whether the substituted variable is the projected one or not. In the first case r = u, 
and rl, [&IT2 1 c derives from rt t s and rt, [s/u]r2 t * by (weakening). That 
r1 I- s is derivable follows by Lemma 2 from the hypothesis that ri t s <# o 
is derivable. In the second case, r = v for some v # u, and the proof follows by 
substitution (vacuous on u). 
l (type arrow), (type pro). By induction hypothesis, using renaming of variables 
bound by pro in the (type pro) case. 
l (<# proj). We distinguish two subcases, as for (type proj). If u <# rr is the projected 
bound, then the judgement in question is rr , u <# 0, r2 t- u <# CT. From the hypoth- 
esis that rr k s <# 0 is derivable, by Lemma 4, it follows that u 6 fir(a); then the 
desired judgement rl, [&]r2 t [+]u <# CT is just rl, [s/u]r2 t- q <# a, which is 
derivable by (weakening) from the hypothesis that rt I- s <# r~ and rt, [@IT2 t- * 
are derivable. If u <# o is not the projected bound we further distinguish two sub- 
cases, according to the possible shapes of the judgement. 
o If it is of the form T,,u <# 0, r;, v <# r2, ry k v <# r2, the proof follows by 
(<# proj) and substitution. 
o Assume then that the judgement is rl,, v <# z2, ry, u <# CT, r2 t- v <# ~2. Observ- 
ing that the context of this judgement is well-formed, it follows that rl,, v <# r2 i- 
* is derivable. Then also rl, k r2 is derivable, and this, by Lemma 4, implies that 
u @ Var(z2) (for u 6 Dom( rl, ), since rl,, v <# z2, ry, u <# CT, r2 t * is derivable). 
Then the proof follows by substitution (vacuous on 72). 
l (<# rej2). In this case, the judgement in question is Tr,u <# a,& k r <# r, and 
rr, u <# G, r2 k r is derivable. By the induction hypothesis rr, [s/u]r, k [+]r is 
derivable and the proof follows by (<# refl). 
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l (<# truns) and (<# pro) follow by the induction hypothesis, using renaming of 
bound variables for (<# pro) case. 0 
Lemma 8. Zf the judgements Tl,u <# u,r2 k * and rl t s <# CT are both derivable, 
then so is the judgement rl, [s/u]r2 k *. 
Proof. By induction on the length of T2. The basis of induction, when r2 = E, is imme- 
diate. There are two inductive cases, when r2 = ri,x : T and when r2 = ri, v <# r. In 
the first case, since ri, u <# o, ri, x : z I- * is derivable, then x @ Dom(Ti, u <# cr, ra), 
and both the judgements ri, u <# a, ri F r and ri, u <# cr, ri F * are derivable. By 
induction on the latter, it follows that rl, [s/u]Ti F * is derivable, and hence, by 
Lemma 7, also ri, [+]Ti l- [~/t]r is derivable. Since x $ Dom(Ti, [+]ri), the proof 
follows by (var). The second case is proven in an analogous way. Cl 
Lemma 9. Zf the judgements rl, u <# C, r2 F e : z and rl t s <# CT are both 
derivable, then so is the judgement rl, [s/u]r2 t e : [g/u]z. 
Proof. The proof uses the following property of substitutions, which follows from 
Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 using the fact that r I- * is derivable if so is r F A: 
(i) If ri, u <# 0, r2 F A and ri 1~ <# (T are both derivable, then so is the judgement 
ri,[&]rZ t- [+]A, where A is either ri <# ~2 or r. 
The proof of the lemma is by induction on the derivation of the judgement Zi, u <# 0, 
r, k e : T. 
Base cases. If ri, u <# cr, r2 I- e : z is derived by (projection), then either e : z E 
r2, or e : z E rl. If e : r E Z2 we reason as follows. By Lemma 3, the judgement 
Zi, u <# g, r2 t z is derivable; from this, by (i), it follows that Zi, [g/u]r2 k [s/u]z 
is derivable, and the lemma follows by substitution (given that e : [s/u]z E [g/u]T2). 
If instead e : z E r,, then Zi F e : z is derivable and then, by Lemma 3, Zi k r is 
derivable. Now, by Lemma 4, it follows that u $ Var(z), which implies that [S/U]Z = z. 
Then Zi k e : [q/u]z is derivable, and the proof follows by (weakening), using Lemma 
8. The case of (empty) follows immediately by Lemma 8. 
Induction cases. The cases of (abs) and (app) follow immediately from the induction 
hypothesis. The object-related cases are worked out below. 
In the (ext) case, the judgement in question is ri, u <# (r,r2 t (ei+-t n=e2) : 
prot.{(mY,,,n:r)), and both the judgements in the premise of the rule, namely, 
r,,u <# 0,r2 t- ei : prot.((m~~)) 
and 
r,, u <# 0,r2,v <# prot.((m~~,n:z)) F e2 : [v/t](t+7) 
are derivable. This also implies that v # U, for otherwise the context of the last 
judgement above would not be valid. Then, by the induction hypothesis, one has that 
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both 
rl, [sIul~2 I- el : pro t.@:kl4i9 
and 
rl, [sIulr2, v <# pro ~.((~:[5/~1~,~:[~/~1~)) k e2 : v+[vl~l[d~l~ 
are derivable, and the desired judgement is derivable by (ext). The case of (over) is 
similar. 
In the (send) case, the judgement has the form Ti,u <# CJ, r2 k e + n : [p/t]z, 
and both ri, u <# cr, r2 k e : p, and ri,u <# G, I72 t p <# prot.((n:z)) are derivable 
judgements. Now, using induction on the first judgement it follows that ri, [s/u]rz k- 
e : [s/u]p is derivable; from the second judgement and from (i) we then have that 
ri, [sIul~2 t- klul~ <# p-0 t.((n:[d4~)) is derivable. Then, by (send), we have a 
derivation of 
which is the desired judgement, being [[+]~/t]([s/u]z) = [q/u]([p/t]z). The case of 
(search) is similar. Cl 
4.3. Subject reduction 
Theorem 10 (Subject reduction for ‘5). If e “‘l* - e’ and the judgement r k e : z is 
derivable, then so is the judgement r t e’ : z. 
Proof. We give the proof for the one-step evaluation relation 5. The theorem follows 
then by induction on the number of steps. For the one-step case, we first observe that 
derivations depend only on the form of types, not on the form of expressions. More 
precisely, if r k C[e] : z is derived from P k e : CT, and P t e’ : CT is also derivable, 
then so is r k C[e’] : z. This fact is easily proved by an inspection of the type rules. 
To prove the theorem, it is then enough to show that the top-level reduction relation 
preserves types. This can be done by a case analysis on the definition of +. 
(B). This case is standard: the redex is of the form (kei ) e2 and its typing judgement 
is derived as follows: 
rr;x;;, ; b’ z:, (abs) 
r k e2 : ~1 
r k (l._x.el)ez : z2 
cappj_ 
Then the typing of the contracturn is derived from the premise of (abs) and Lemma 6. 
(-G). If the redex is of the form e X= n, then its typing judgement is derived by an 
instance of (send) of the form: 
r F e : 0 r F 0 <# prot.((n:z)) 
r t- e + n : [o/t]T 
(send) 
9 
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and the two judgements in the premises are derivable. In this case, the contractum is 
the expression (e t--’ n)e, and a typing for this expression can be derived as follows. 
First observe that since I- k CI <# pro t.((n:z)) . d 1s erivable, o is either a type variable 
or a pro-type: this can be verified by an inspection of the type rules. Then, using the 
premises of (send), the judgement r k e w II : o+c~/lt]z is derivable by (search), 
using the fact that <# is reflexive. Then, r t (e * n)e : [o/t]z derives by (app). 
(* succ). We distinguish the two cases that arise from the possible forms of t--o. 
If to is +t, then the typing of the redex is derived as follows: 
‘5 
r k (eltt n=ez) : 0 r k Q <# pro t.{(n:z)) r k < <# 0 
r I- (el+ Iz=ez) t--’ n : [s/t](t --+ z) 
(search). 
By an inspection of the typing rules, it follows that o = pro t.((m~~,n:~}) for some 
(possibly empty) row {(m?i~)), and the last rule of 3 is an instance of (ext) of the 
following form (for n @ {IS}): 
r k el : prot.((m7~)) r, u <# prot.((m7~,n:z}) k e2 : [u/t](t --f T) 
r k (eltt n=ez) : pro t.((m~p,n:z)} 
(ext) 
Now, given that D = pro t. ((m$, n:z)) and that r t $ <# cr is derivable, the derivable 
judgement r k s <# 0 in the premises of (search) is just the judgement: 
r k s -c# pro t.({m$, n:z)). 
Then, applying Lemma 9 to the right premise of (ext) and to the above judgement, 
we have a derivation for the judgement r k e2 : [</t](t -+ 2). This concludes this case, 
since q is the contracturn. 
For the case when to is t , the proof is similar. The typing judgement for the 
redex is derived as follows: 
r t (el+ n=e2) : (T r k 0 -c# prot.((n:z)) r k c C# Q 
r k (el+ n=e2) t--’ n : [g/t](t -3 z) 
(search), 
where E, in turn, ends up with a rule of the form: 
r t el : G r k c <# pro t.{(m$ n:z)) 
r, u <# pro t.({m$, n:z}) k e2 : [u/tJ(t 3 z) 
rk(eltn=ez):a 
(ouer). 
Now, from r t- (T <# pro t.((m?p, n:z}), and r I- s <# 6, we have that 
r t c -=I# pro t.((mY,,, n:r)} 
is derivable, since -c# is transitive. Then, to obtain the expected type for the contrac- 
turn, apply Lemma 9 to the last judgement above and to the judgement for e2 in the 
premises of (ouev). 
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(+J next). Again, we distinguish the two cases that arise from the possible forms of 
to. If to is ct, then the typing judgement for the redex is derived by an instance 
of (search) as follows: 
E 
r t (el4-t nz=e2) : 0 r k 0 <# prot.((n:z)) r t s <# C 
r I- (qti n1=e2) * n : [s/t](t + 7) 
(search). 
Again, by an inspection of the typing rules, it follows that 
0 = pro t.((&, m:p)) 
for some (possibly empty) row ((&)), and some type p. From this, it follows that the 
last rule of B has the form: 
r k el : prot.((~?q)) T,u <# proL((&,m:p)) t e2 : [u/C](t + z) 
r k (elct 172=e2) : pro t.(($v],m:p)) 
(ext) 
From r t- c <# pro t.((n:z)), it follows that the n method must be one of the $ methods 
in the type of el, and hence the following judgement is derivable: 
r k pro t.((@ii)) <# pro t.((n:z)). 
Then, letting O’ = pro t.(@q)), we derive the desired type for the contracturn el Q n 
as follows: 
r I- el : CT’ r k 0’ <# prot.((n:z)) r k g <# 6’ 
r I- el w n : [r/t](t + T) (search), 
where r k < <# (T’ derives by transitivity from Z’ t- < <# r~ and from 
r k 0 = proL(($q,m:p)) <# prot.((p+)) = 0’ 
The case when +-c is t is simpler, since the derivation for the redex has the form: 
r t (eltm=e2) : f_7 r k G <# prot.((n:z)) r t s <# 0
r 1 (elt m=e2) Q n : [c$](t + z) (search). 
Then r k (el+ m=e2) : CT is derived by (ouer), which implies that r 1 el : r~ also is 
derivable. Then, the desired judgement for the contracturn is derived by the following 
instance of (search): 
r k el : 0 r t 0 -c# prot.((n:r)) r t s <# 0
r t el c--’ n : [s/t](t --+ T) (search). 0 
4.4. Absence of stuck states 
The reduction rules for the operational semantics given in Table 2 (Section 2) can 
be used (almost) directly as the definition of an interpreter for the untyped calculus. 
Run-time errors for this interpreter correspond to pattern-matching failures (i.e., stuck 
states) when using the rules to evaluate a closed expression. An inspection of the rules 
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shows that there are only three ways in which evaluation may get stuck; (i) when 
evaluating a send expression e + m, and evaluating e does not yield an obj expression 
of the form (et@ n=ez); (ii) when evaluating an application ei e2, and the evaluation 
of ei does not return a I-abstraction; (iii) when searching an m (m # n) method within 
an object (eico n=ez), and evaluating ei does not yield an object in the same form. 
Stuck states like (ii) correspond to the standard ran-time errors of an interpreter of the 
L-calculus. Instead, stuck states like (i) and (iii) correspond to run-time errors of the 
sort message-not-understood arising in object-oriented languages as a consequence of 
sending a message to an object that does not have a corresponding method. 
The following theorem proves the absence of such errors in the evaluation of a 
well-typed closed expression: type soundness follows from this result. 
Theorem 11 (Absence of stuck states). Let e be a closed expression such that the 
judgement E t e : z is derivable for some type z. Then: 
(i) if e = ei e2 and el JJ val, then val = kx.el for some x and e’; 
(ii) if e = ei + rn and el J. val, then val = obj for some object expression obj; 
(iii) if e = (ei+-c n=e2) e m, with m # n, and el _U val, then val = obj for some 
object expression obj. 
Proof. The proof uses a subject reduction property for 4 and -+. For JL, the property 
states that if E t e : z is derivable, and e JJ val, then E k val : z is derivable. 
This follows by Theorem 10, since e eva[: val when e J,L val (cf. Proposition 1). A 
corresponding property holds for -+. 
The proof of (i) is standard. For (ii), if E t e : z, is derivable, then r = pro t.((R 1 
m:o)) for some possibly empty row R (we may safely assume that z is not a variable, 
since the fact that E l- e : z is derivable implies that also E k z is derivable). Then, 
23 t val : pro t.((R 1 m:a)) and that val = obj follows by observing that no other 
values (i.e. constants, the empty object, I-abstractions) have this type. The proof of 
(iii) follows in exactly the same way. 0 
5. Relationship with the Fisher-Honsell-Mitchell type system 
As we mentioned already, the fundamental difference between the system of this 
paper and the original system of [ 151 is in the rendering of method polymorphism. 
In [ 151 polymorphism of method bodies is modeled using pro-types formed around 
extensible rows, or row schemes. A typical example of such types is pro t.((ra 1 m3)): 
the polymorphic part of this type is the sub-row rg, where r is a row variable and c 
a type, and the application rr~ constitutes the extensible part of the row. Applications 
of rows to types of the sort just described are formalized in [ 151 with a calculus 
of rows that includes higher-order rows, and two operations of type-abstraction on 
rows, and application of rows to types. Specifically, the calculus of rows requires a 
rule of /?-reduction together with the associated equational theory, as well as a kind 
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Table 4 
Derivation of E E P : pro t.((x:int,move:int~t)) in [15] 
Contexts 
l-1 = r:T + [x,move], self:prot.((rt 1 x:int,move:int+t)), dx : inl 
r2 = rl, r’:T 4 [x,move],s:proL((r’l 1 x:int,move:int-+t)) 
Derivation 
(i) r2 I+ (self G x) + dx : int 
(ii) r2 - s t+ Is.(self * x) + dx : pro t.((r’t 1 x:int,move:int--tt))--tint 
(iii) rl E (self+ x = (,&.(self -& x) + dx))) : pro t.((rt 1 x:int,move:int+t)) 
(iv) rl - dx - self E Lself.ldx.(self ct x = (Is.(self + x) + dx)) 
:[prot.((rt 1 x:int,move:int~t))/t](t~int~~) 
(v) e t+ P : pro t.((x:int,move:int+t)) 
assignment system for axiomatizing the notion of well-formedness for types. Briefly, 
kinds of rows have the general form T”+[ml, . . . , mk] where n 2 0, and T is the kind of 
types. When n = 0, these kinds degenerate to [ml,. . . , mk], and denote rows that do not 
contain any of the mi methods mentioned in the kind. This form of negative information 
is critical to ensure the well-formedness of types formed around row schemes: a type 
like prot.((ra 1 m?i)) is well formed in a context r only if r has kind T--+[G] in this 
context, thus ensuring that r-0 has kind [G] for any type CJ : T. Any row R : [d] can 
then be used to instantiate the row scheme, yielding the type pro t.((R 1 my!)). 
Having given this informal description, the relationship between our system and the 
system of [ 151 is best illustrated by looking at the derivation of Section 3 (Table 3), 
and contrasting it with the derivation of the corresponding judgement in [ 151, reported 
in Table 4.5 To avoid ambiguities, throughout this section we use the symbol F for 
judgements from [15], and the symbol t for judgements in our system. 
Although the two derivations have essentially the same structure, there is a funda- 
mental difference in the polymorphic typing of the move method. In the original system, 
polymorphism is placed inside the row of the type pro t.((rt / x:int,move:irzt-+t)): exten- 
sions of the pro-type may be obtained by substituting any well-kinded row expression 
for the row variable r. As an example, r could be substituted by, say, the expres- 
sion AtI .((m:tl)), yielding the new type pro t.((m:t, x:int,move:int+t)) as the result of 
p-reducing the application [Ltl.((m:tl))/r]rt. Notice that the combination of abstraction 
and application is critical to capture the expected form of type specialization. 
In our system, instead, we place polymorphism outside rows: the type of move is 
polymorphic in the type variable u, and extensions of this type may be obtained by sub- 
stituting u with any well-formed type that matches the bound pro t.((x:int,move:int+t)) 
for U. Placing polymorphism outside rows simplifies the mechanism of pro-type ex- 
tension, in that it saves the need for abstraction and application used in the original 
system. 
5 In the example we have only polymorphic pro-types in which D = t, but, in principle, any well-formed 
type can be applied to a row of kind T + [ri;]. 
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What remains to be discussed is whether the above correspondence between type 
derivations in the two systems carries over to the general case. In the rest of this section 
we give a proof of this result in the case of derivations offirst-order judgements, i.e., 
of judgements whose context does not contain row variables. Restricting to first-order 
judgements is critical in the proof: the reason is rather technical and will be discussed in 
the next subsection. Below, we present an informal argument that should help motivate 
the restriction and give some intuition about the subsequent formal development, 
As we already noticed, the correspondence between the typing judgements in the 
two systems is essentially a correspondence between the row schemes used in the 
polymorphic pro-types of [15] and our match-bound type variables. This intuition 
works correctly as long as the row schemes (and the corresponding pro-types) are 
used in a “disciplined”, or ‘uniform” way in typing judgements and derivations from 
[15]; it breaks, instead, in other cases. Consider, for instance, the following judgement: 
Y : r--+[m], e : pro t.((rt)) E (et-t- m=Ls.s) : pro t.((rt 1 m:t)) 
While this judgement is derivable in [15], replacing the polymorphic pro-types with 
corresponding type variables fails to produce a derivable judgement in our system. 
There are several reasons for this, the most evident being that our (exl) rule requires 
a pro-type (not a variable) in the type of the object to be extended. 
More generally, the correspondence between row schemes and match-bound type 
variables breaks whenever the same row variable occurs in different polymorphic pro- 
types in a judgement of a derivation. In the previous case, for example, we are left 
with two only possibilities: either use the same match-bound type variable to encode 
both the pro-types, or use different variables. Both choices are clearly incorrect: with 
the first we identify two types that are different; with the second we fail to render the 
fact that the two types share the “sub-row” rt. 
Fortunately, however, it can be shown that uses of polymorphic pro-types can be 
made “uniform” in typing derivations for first-order judgements. Given this, it is then 
possible to define a translation from “uniform” derivations of [ 151 to corresponding 
derivations in our system, and to prove that the translation is “complete”, in that the 
translation of a derivable judgement from [I51 is derivable in our system. 
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of these properties. We first for- 
malize the definition of “uniform derivations”, then we define the translation we just 
mentioned, and finally we give a proof that every first-order judgement from [ 151 that 
has a derivation has also a “uniform” derivation. 
5.1. Uniform derivations 
We restrict attention to derivations in the system of [15] that satisfy the conditions 
stated in the following definition. Below, and in the sequel of the paper, we use the 
following terminology. We say that a judgement r I+ A from [ 151 is jut-order if r 
does not contain any row-variable declaration. Following [15], we say that a type or 
row expression is in znf (for type normal form) if they do not contain occurrences of 
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/I-redexes; similarly, a derivation is in normal form if it does not contain occurrences 
of rules for type and row equality (cf. Appendix B). 
Definition 12 (Simple derivations). A derivation B is simple if: 
l E is rooted at a first-order judgement; 
l every instance of an (at) and (over) rule of E discharges a different row variable; 
l E is in normal form, and every type and row occurring in E is in znf. 
The first condition enforces the restriction we discussed above; the remaining two 
conditions, instead, are not further restrictive. The second condition can be stated equiv- 
alently by saying that there is a one-to-one correspondence between row variables and 
instances of (extlover) in the derivation: this may always be enforced by a consistent 
renaming of the row variables of the derivation. The third condition requires types of 
a derivation to be in znf. That this condition is not restrictive follows from observing 
that: (i) every expression that has a type has a type in znf; (ii) any judgement Z F A 
is derivable if and only if the corresponding normal-form judgement rnf(Z’) t+ rnf(A) 
has a normal-form derivation (cf. [15], Lemma 4.10); (iii) occurrences of type-equality 
rules may be eliminated from normal-form derivations because two row or type ex- 
pressions related via /?-reduction must have the same znf. 
The following proposition follows from the above observations. 
Proposition 13. Zf a j&-order judgement is derivable, then it has a simple derivation. 
A few additional remarks are in order. Rows and types arising in simple derivations, 
as we have defined them, have a considerably simpler structure than rows and types 
arising in arbitrary derivations. Specifically: 
l Row variables arising in simple derivations have kinds T+[mI,. . . , mk]. 
This follows from an inspection of the type rules of [15] (cf. Appendix B): the 
only rules that discharge row variables are (at) and (over), and they discharge 
variables with the indicated kinds. Since all the row variables of a simple derivation 
must eventually be discharged, they must all have the indicated kinds. 
l In applications of rows to types of the form Rz, the row R is arow variable. 
This follows from the previous observation and the argument we discuss next. 
Consider an application of the form Rz. Since rows and types of simple derivations 
are in normal form, they do not contain B-redexes. Then, in the above application, R 
cannot be a A-abstraction, for otherwise Rz would be a /I-redex. Then, it may only 
be a variable or an application of the form Rlzl, for some row RI and type ~1. Now. 
R1 itself cannot be a I-abstraction (because otherwise Rlzl would be a /3-redex), 
and hence it can only be an application or a row variable. Reasoning in this way. 
we see that in the application Rz we only have two possibilities: either R is a row 
variable, or an application of the form (. . .(R,z,). . .)x1 for na 1, and R, is a row 
variable. But then the kind of R, would be T”+‘+[ml,. . . ,mk], for n > 0, while we 
just observed that the row variables of simple derivations have kind T-+[ml, . . . , mk]. 
Hence, R is indeed a row variable. 
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When restricting to simple derivations, it is therefore possible to simplify the syntax 
of types, rows and kinds from [15] as follows: 
Types 
Rows 
Kinds 
r::= b]t]r+rlproM 
R ::= (( )) 1 rz 1 ((R 1 mx)) 
::= T 1 IC I T+K (K = [ml ,...,mkl) 
with r denoting row variables of kind T+K. 
Definition 14 (Row-variable references). Let E be a simple derivation, and let r be a 
row variable used in 8. The reference for r (or r-reference) in E is the type pro t.((rt 1 
m?)) that occurs at the instance of (extlouer) that discharges r in 8. 
Definition 15 (Uniform derivations). Let E be a simple derivation. E is uniform if 
for every row variable r used in E, if r occurs within the type pro t.((m 1 mu)), then 
this type is an occurrence of the r-reference in B (hence, in particular v = t). 
5.2. A translation of uniform derivations 
We now present a translation for uniform derivations from [ 1.51 and we show that the 
translation of a derivable first-order judgement is a derivable judgement in our system. 
While our main goal is to show that this property holds for uniform derivations of 
first-order term judgements of the form r E e : z, the inductive reasoning used in 
the proofs requires more generality, because the derivation of term judgements may 
depend on subderivations of kinding judgements and, more generally, of judgements 
that are not first-order (for example, the typing judgements of method bodies). 
As a consequence, definitions and results in this section are stated and proved for 
the more general case of types, contexts and judgements occurring in a given uniform 
derivation. 
5.2.1. Translation of types and contexts 
The translation of a type r is the type r* that results from replacing every occurrence 
of a polymorphic pro-type in r with a corresponding type variable. The correspondence 
between the polymorphic pro-types of r and the type variables of r* may be established 
using any injective map from row variables to corresponding type variables: this is 
possible because in every uniform derivation there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between row variables and pro-types built around these variables (as row variables 
occur only within their references). Given a row variable r, we then denote with c(r) 
the uniquely determined type variable associated with r. 
The translation of types is defined compositionally over the types’ components, with 
the exception of polymorphic pro-types: a type of the form pro t.((rt I di)) is encoded 
by the type variable c(r) associated with the row variable r. 
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Definition 16 (Translation of types). The translation of a type r is the type r* defined 
as follows: 
l r* = r, for every type variable or base type r 
. (ri+r*)*c = r;+r; 
0 (prot.((mi:ri,...,mk:rk)))* = prot.((mi:r;,...,mk:rk*)) 
0 (prot.((rt 1 mlxl,...,mk:Z~)))* = t(r) 
From the definition, it follows that the translation of a “ground” type, i.e., one that 
does not contain any occurrence of row variables, leaves the type unchanged: in other 
words, r* is equal to r, whenever r is ground in the sense we just explained. 
Definition 17 (Translation of contexts). Let r be a context of a uniform derivation 
Z, and let pro t.((rt 1 m?)) denote the reference for the row variable Y of E. The 
translation of r, denoted by r& is defined as follows: 
0 &EC& 
0 (F,X : z>; = l-g, x : T* 
0 (r, t : T); = r&t <# pro t.(O) 
l (T,r : K);, = r;, <(r) <# pro t.((m?*)) 
The first two cases should be self-explanatory. In the third case, pro t.(( )) plays the 
same role as the type Top in presentations of type systems based on subtyping. For the 
last case, the translation is obtained by encoding the declaration of a row variable in 
[ 151 by a corresponding match-bound declaration for the type variable associated to the 
row variable via 5; the choice of the bound is determined by the shape of the reference 
for the row variable in the derivation B where the context occurs. The translation is 
well-defined since the choice of the r-reference is univocally determined in a uniform 
derivation. Finally, observe that if r is valid and occurs in a first-order judgement, the 
translation of r is simply r, for all types of r do not contain any row variable. 
5.2.2. Translation of judgements 
The translation of judgements is also given with respect to the uniform derivation 
where they occur. 
Definition 18 (Translation of judgements). Let r t+ A be a judgement of a uniform 
derivation E, where A is either e : z or r : T for some expression e and type r. The 
translation of this judgement is r; k A*, where A* = e : z* if A = e : z, and A* = z* 
ifA=r: T. 
The translation is not defined for kinding judgements of the form r !+ R : K, as 
these judgements have no counterpart in our system. As for the previous definition, 
it is useful to single out a few properties of the translation for derivable first-order 
judgements: if r E A is one such judgement, and it is derivable, then its translation 
is simply the judgement r k A itself. To see this, note that since the judgement is 
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first-order and derivable, then the context r must be first-order and valid, and hence, 
the types occurring in A must be ground. 
5.2.3. Derivable judgements are translated into derivable judgements 
The outline of the proof is as follows: given a uniform derivation E, take a sub- 
derivation rooted at a judgement of 8, and prove that a corresponding subderivation 
for the translation of this judgement exists in our system. 
The proof is given in two steps. Lemma 22 proves the desired property for kinding 
judgements of the form r I+ r : T. Lemma 23 handles the case of term judgements. 
The proof of Lemma 22, in turn, uses two preliminary results. Lemma 19 proves 
the desired property for kinding judgements under the additional assumption that a 
uniform derivation exists in our system for I’; t *. Lemma 21 uses Lemma 19, and 
the generation lemmas from [ 151 (stated in Proposition 20) to show that the additional 
assumption is not needed. 
All the derivations and judgements mentioned in the following lemmas are intended 
to be subderivations, and judgements, of a given uniform derivation. Abusing the ter- 
minology, we will say that a subderivation of a uniform derivation is itself uniform. As 
we already observed, such derivations may not be simple (because they may be rooted 
at not first-order judgements), and hence, strictly speaking, not uniform. However, they 
do have the property that all the occurrences of polymorphic pro-types are occurrences 
of the reference for some row variable: this is what really matters in the proofs of this 
section. 
Lemma 19. Let r E z : T be a judgement occurring in a uniform deriuation Z”. If 
the judgement r; t * is derivable in our system, then also rg t z* is derivable in 
our system. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the subderivation of r l+ z : T. The only non 
trivial case is when z is a pro-type: we distinguish two subcases, depending on whether 
the pro-type is polymorphic or not. If it is not polymorphic, the judgement in question 
is r F pro t.((m?)) : T, and its (uniform) subderivation in E is of the form: 
r,t:TI+q:T 
: (row empty + row ext’s) 
r, t : T I+ ((m5)) : K 
r t+ prot.((m?r)) : T 
(type pro) 
Then, the translation of the judgement r E- pro t.((m?r)) : T can be derived, as follows: 
rz, t <# pro r.(( )) k r: 
r; F pro t.((m3*)) 
Ctype pro1, 
since the premises of this rule are derivable by induction hypothesis. If instead the 
pro-type is polymorphic, the judgement may be written as follows: 
rr, Y : T+[rTi], r2 I+ pro t.((rt 1 m?)) : T 
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Then, pro t.((rt 1 my’)) is the r-reference in 5, and the translation of this judgement is 
I-,,;,24 <# prot.((m77*)),r~; k U 
where u = t(r). This judgement is derivable by (type proj), since the judgement 
Tl:,u <# prot.((m?r*)),r$ k * is derivable by hypothesis. 0 
The following generation lemmas are stated and proved in [ 151 for general deriva- 
tions in [15]. That they hold for uniform derivations follows from the results we prove 
in Section 5.3. 
Proposition 20. (i) If r I+ A has a uniform derivation, so does the judgement r E * ; 
(ii) If r I+ pro t.((R 1 m?)) : T has a uniform derivation, so does the judgement 
r, t : T t+ Zi : T, for each Ti in Z: 
(iii) If r k e : z has a uniform derivation, so does the judgement r I+ z : T. 
Lemma 21. If r t+ * has a uniform derivation, then rg t * is derivable in our 
system. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of r. The basis of induction is trivial. 
The case when r is extended with t : T follows immediately by the induction hypoth- 
esis. The case when r is extended with x : z also follows by induction, using Lemma 
19 to deduce that r; t z* is derivable. The case when r is extended with r : K 
requires the fact that the judgement occurs in a uniform derivation. The argument is as 
follows. Let pro t.((rt 1 m?c)) be the reference for r in the uniform derivation E. Then 
the conclusion of the (extlover) rule that discharges r contains a typing judgement of 
the form rl t+ e : pro t.((R 1 m?)), for some row R. Since this judgement has a uniform 
derivation (just because it occurs in E), then a uniform derivation also exists for the 
judgement rl t+ pro t.((R 1 m3)) : T (by Proposition 20 (iii)). Then, for each Zi in z’, 
the judgements rl, t : T t+ Zi also have a uniform derivation (by Proposition 20 (ii)). 
Now, the translation of T,r : IC E *, which is the judgement T&u <# pro t.((nfi)) t * 
for u = t(r), is derived as follows: 
rg, t <# pro t.(( )) t T; 
r; t- pro t.((m%*)) u G Dam(G) (we f-W 
r;, u <# pro t.((dT*)) t- * 
(<# varj 
That the judgements in the premise of the rule (type pro) are derivable follows from 
Lemma 19. 0 
Lemma 22 follows from Lemmas 19 and 2 1 observing that r t+ * has a uniform 
derivation whenever so does r F z : T. 
Lemma 22. Let r I+ z : T be a judgement occurring in a uniform derivation Z Then 
the judgement ri t z* is derivable in our system. 
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Using Lemma 22, we can then prove the corresponding property for term-judgements 
of the form Z tk e : z. 
Lemma 23. Zf Z E e : z occurs in a uniform derivation 2, then the judgement 
rg t e : z* is derivable in our system. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the subderivation E’ of Z l+ e : z. The basis of 
induction is when 3’ ends up with (projection). This follows from Lemma 21, using 
the fact that Z l+ * is derivable (by Proposition 20 (i)). Lemma 21 is used similarly 
in the case (empty). 
The case when E”’ ends up with (abs) or (app) follows immediately from the in- 
duction hypothesis. 
In the (ext) case, 8’ ends up with a rule of the following form: 
r E el : pro t.((p%,m3)) 
r, t : T I+ ((p%)) : [Ci, n] r not in z 
r, r : T + [G;, n] t+ e2 : [pro t.((rt 1 m?, n:z))/t](t+z) 
r I+ (el +I- n=e2) : pro t.((p%, m?r, n:z)) 
Then, the judgement in the conclusion of the rule may be derived by the following 
rule in our system: 
r; k el : pro t.((p%*, WI?*)) n 6 {A+9 
r;, 24 <# pro t.((m3*,n:~*)) I- e2 : [u/t](t+z)* 
r; t (el+-t- n=ez) : pro t.((p%*,m~~*,n:z*)) 
The context Z& u <# pro t.((m?*,n:z)) is the translation of the context Z, r : T 4 
[@n], given that pro t.((rt 1 m3,n:T)) is the reference for r in the derivation E. The 
premises of this rule are derivable by the induction hypothesis; hence also the con- 
clusion is derivable in our system. There is no loss of generality in restricting to 
instances of (ext) as the one we have used, even though the (ext) rule from [15] has 
the following, more general, structure: 
r t+ (el+t n=ez) : pro t.((R 1 m3,n:z)) ’ 
This formulation allows applications of the (ext) rule in cases when the type of et is 
polymorphic. However, it is not difficult to see that instances of the (at) rule arising 
in a uniform derivations must have the restricted form we have assumed above. To see 
this we reason as follows. The only other possibility would be that R = ((r’t I . . .)) for 
some row variable r’ # r (that r’ # P follows from the fact that the type prot.((R 1 
m~,n:z)) is well-formed in Z, which in turn follows from the fact that the judgement 
r I+ el : pro t.((R 1 m3)) 
T,t: Tl+ R: [rZ,n] r not in z 
r, r : T --+ [rsi,n] I+ e2 : [pro t.((rt ( rn?~, n:z))/t](t--+z) 
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in the conclusion of the rule is derivable (cf. [15]). But then the derivation would 
contain an occurrence of r’ that is not within its reference (for the reference is either 
prot.((R ( m3)) or prot.((R 1 mT?,n:z)), not both). Hence the derivation would not be 
uniform. 
The remaining cases are when E’ ends up with (send) or (over). If E’ ends up with 
(send), then it has the form: 
r E e : prot.((R 1 mz)) 
r I+ e -e m : [prot.((R 1 m:z))/t]z ’ 
and the judgement in the premise is derivable. Then the translation of this judgement 
may be derived as follows: 
rg t e : (prot.((R 1 mx)))* 
ri t- (pro t.((R 1 m:r)))* <# pro t.((m:r*)) 
rg k e e m : ([prot.((R 1 m:z))/t]z)* ’ 
The type (prot.((R 1 nm)))’ may either be a pro-type in our system, if R = ((p%)), or 
the type variable u = t(r) if R = ((rt I . . .)). The tw o cases correspond, respectively, to 
messages to an object, and messages to self. As in [15], they are treated uniformly in 
our type system. 
That r; k e : (prot.((R ( mx)))* is derivable follows from the induction hypothesis. 
For the other premise, instead, we distinguish the two possible subcases. 
If R = ((PST)), then (prot.((R I m:z)))* = prot.((p%*,m:r*)) and the judgement 
r; t pro t.((pTb*,mx*)) <# pro t.((m:r*)) 
is derivable by (<# pro) using the fact that ri E prot.((p%*,m:r*)) is derivable by 
Lemma 22 (to apply Lemma 22, observe that r E pro t.((p%, mx)) : T has a uniform 
derivation, since so does r t+ e : pro t.((R I mx)): this follows from Proposition 2O(iii)). 
If, instead, (prot.((R I m:z)))* is a type variable, say t(r), then it must be the case that 
R = ((rt I p%)) f or some p%. But then r E &m(T) and prot.((rt I p?a,m:z)) is the r- 
reference in Z. Hence, from Definition 17, it follows that t(r) <# prot.((p?a*,m:z*)) E 
r$, and then r; t- Cl(r) <# prot.((m:z*)) is derivable by (<#proj), since ri E * is 
derivable by Lemma 2 1, and by (<# trans). 
In the case of (over), the derivation E’ ends up with a rule like the following: 
r t+ et : pro t.((R 1 m?)) 
r, r : T + [iii] t+ e2 : [pro t.((rt 1 m?))/t](t-+z) 
r I+ (el+-- m;=e2) : prot.((R I m3)) 
Then, the translation of the judgement in the conclusion can be derived as follows: 
rg E ei : (pro t.((R I m?)))* 
r; I- (prot.((R I m2)))* <# pro t.((m3*)) 
r;, 24 <# pro t.((m5*)) k e2 : [u/t](t+z)* 
r; t- (el+ mi=e2) : (pro t.((R ) m3)))* ’ 
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Here, again, u = t(r). The first and last premise of the rule are derivable by the 
induction hypothesis; that the second premise is derivable follows as in the (send) 
case above. 0 
From Lemma 23 we then have the desired result. 
Theorem 24. Let r I+ e : 7 be a first-order judgernent. If this judgement is derivable 
in the system of [ 151, then the judgement r k e : z is derivable in our system. 
Proof. Let E be the uniform derivation for r E e : z. The existence of such derivation 
follows from Proposition 13 (Section 5.1), and Theorem 36 (Section 5.3). Then apply 
Lemma 23 to r E e : z, and observe that the translation of this judgement is simply 
r t e : z. since r t+ e : z is derivable and first-order. 0 
Remark. As a final remark, we note that the converse of Theorem 24 could also be 
proved. We could, in fact, define notions of “simple” and “uniform” for derivations 
and judgements in our system as well, and then show that for every derivation of a 
first-order judgement in our system a corresponding “uniform” derivation exists for that 
judgement in the system of [15]. Then, an inverse translation could be defined, that 
given any derivation of a first-order judgement in our system, yields a corresponding 
uniform derivation of [15], for that same judgement. Using such inverse translation, 
the same reasoning in the proof of Theorem 24 could then be used to show that every 
first-order judgement has a derivation in [ 151 if and only if it has a derivation in our 
system. 
5.3. First-order derivations can be made uniform 
We conclude our analysis showing that every first-order judgement that has a simple 
derivation has also a uniform derivation. The existence of non-uniform derivations is 
easily shown. Consider, as an example, the following non-uniform derivation where 
the reference for r is the type pro t.((rt / n:t)), and id is the identity function I.s.s. 
Occurrences of the r-references are boxed. 
r : T+[n],s : lprot.(rtx : prot.(rt) E 
(xtt nd) : prot.(rt 1 n:t) E 
r : T+[n],s : (pro I+ r : T+[n],s : lpro I+ 
I_L(x++ n=id) : prot.(i-t)+prot.(rt 1 n:t) 1f.s : (prot.(rt)dprot.(rt 1 n:t))+[pro 
r : T--b[n],s : lprot.(rf I+ (~/.s)(Ax.(xxce n=id)) : [prot.(rt 
r : r-[n] i+ h.(nf.s)(Ax(m+ n=id)) : lprot.(rlJn:l) 
t+ {) : pr0t.j) e () : [n] 
E (Ott n=h.(~f.s)(A_~(x+-t n=id))) : pro t.(n:t) (ext) 
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Lack of uniformity in this derivation is a consequence of the choice of pro t.((rt)) as 
the type of the bound variable x in the abstraction ilx.(xtt n=id). However, it is 
easily verified that this choice is not critical in the derivation, as any pro-type could 
be assumed for this variable, as long as it does not contain the n method to be added. 
In particular, the same typing for the body of the IZ method in the lower application 
of the (ext) rule (hence, for the whole expression) could be derived by assuming the 
monomorphic type pro t.(( )) f or x, and by systematically substituting the row nt.(( )) 
for all the occurrences of r in the pro-types that are not the r-reference. A similar 
reasoning applies to types like pro t.((ra 1 . . .)), with cr # t, which are not occurrences 
of row-variable references in a simple derivation (see Definition 14). 
In the rest of this section we show that the transformation we have just outlined 
can be generalized to arbitrary simple derivations from [ 151, and that the result of the 
transformation is still a derivation in that system. 
Clearly, the transformation relies critically on the ability to identify the occurrences of 
the r-reference in the derivation. The subtlety is that we need to distinguish occurrences 
of types that are equal to the r-reference from occurrences of the r-reference. As the 
example shows, this may require some work: notice, in fact, that there are several 
occurrences of the type prot.((rt 1 n:t)) that are equal to the r-reference, but are not 
occurrences of the r-reference (since they arise as extensions of types that are not 
occurrences of the r-reference). 
While the notion of type occurrence seems to be relatively well-understood in proof- 
theoretic presentations of type (and logical) systems, we do not know any formal 
technique that could be instantiated directly to identify the desired type occurrences 
in the type system we are considering. Below we describe an ad-hoc technique for 
our specific purposes. The description is somewhat informal, as the intuition is simple; 
instead, a formal definition would be considerably long and cumbersome, given the 
large number of type rules and their complex structure. 
5.3.1. Locating row variables within their references 
The following technique allows us to directly locate the occurrences of the row 
variables within their references in a derivation. Given a simple derivation Z, we 
construct a non-directed graph whose nodes are the row variables that occur in the 
pro-types arising in E, and whose edges are links between pairs of such nodes. 
In describing the construction of the graph, we use the following terminology. Given 
two occurrences r’ and r” of a type arising in E, the action of connecting z’ and z” 
consists of drawing an edge between the row variables occurring at corresponding 
positions within r’ and 7” (note: given the assumption that r’ and r” are occurrences 
of the same type, row variables occurring at corresponding positions in r’ and z” are, 
in fact, the same row variable). A similar terminology is used for rows and contexts: 
connecting two occurrences of a row (context) consists of connecting every pair of 
row variables occurring at corresponding positions in the two occurrences of the row 
(context). 
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The construction of the graph is defined by specifying, at every rule of the derivation, 
which occurrences of the types, rows and contexts arising in the rule in question should 
be connected. Below, we give examples of how this should be accomplished depending 
on the structure of the rule. For future reference, we note that the declarations of a 
row variable r in the contexts of the derivation are never connected to the occurrences 
of r in the types and rows of the derivation. 
(projection). We first consider the case of projection of term variables. In this case 
the rule has the form: 
P,x : z, P I+ * 
r’ x . z P’ t+ x : z 3 ’ 9 
Then connect (i) the two occurrences of r’ and the two occurrences of P, (ii) the 
two occurrences of z in the conclusion of the rule, and (iii) the occurrence of z in the 
context of the premise with the occurrence in the context of the conclusion. 
In case of projection of row and type variables, the rule has the form given below, 
where U : V is either r : K or t : T: 
rl, u : v, rJl t+ * 
r’ u. v r/l i+ u : v , -3 
Here, connect the two occurrences of r’ and the two occurrences of r”. Notice that 
no link is generated between the occurrences of U even when U : V is r : IC. As we 
noted, the occurrences of a row variables r in the contexts of the derivation are never 
connected to any of occurrences of this variable on the right-hand side of I+ in the 
judgement of the derivation (see also the cases of (ext) and (over) below). 
(upp) and (abs). In the case of (upp), the rule has the form: 
Then connect (i) the occurrence of r in the conclusion with, respectively, the occur- 
rence of r in the left and right premises, and (ii) the two occurrences of r as well as 
the two occurrences of cr. The case of (abs) is handled in a similar way. 
(send). This case is subtler due the type substitution arising at this rule. It is best 
to distinguish two subcases, depending on the result of the substitution. If t # Vur(z), 
the rule has the form: 
r E- e : pro t.((R 1 m)) 
rt+een:: 
Then connect the two occurrences of r and the two occurrences of z. If instead t E 
Vur(z) the rule is as follows: 
r E e : pro t.((R 1mx)) 
r I+ e += n : [pro t.((R 1 mx))/t], 
Then, connect the two occurrences of r, connect the occurrence of pro t.((R 1 m:z)) 
in the premise with the occurrence of this type in the substitution b-0 t-W I m:Gltl, 
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and finally connect the outer occurrence of r in the conclusion with the occurrence 
of this type in the premise of the rule. (This is subtler than it appears from what we 
just said: if we denote with r’ the result of the substitution [pro t.((R 1 m:z))/t]z, then 
connecting pro t. ((R 1 FKT)) with its occurrences in r’ requires a preliminary analysis to 
identify these occurrences. This can be done by contrasting z and 7’: the occurrences of 
pro t.((R ) mx)) in r’ that result from the substitution are all and only the occurrences 
that correspond to occurrences of the type variable t in 7). 
(ext) and (over). The actions are defined similarly to the previous cases, using 
the idea described for the case of (send) to handle the type-substitution. As in the 
(projection) case, the occurrence of r in the context is not connected to the occurrence 
of this variable in the r-reference arising at the right-hand side of F in (ext/ouer) rule 
under consideration. 
The actions at the rules for types and rows are defined similarly to the previous 
cases. As an example of connecting two rows, consider case of (type pro). In this 
case the rule has the form: 
T,t : T k R: [ml,...,mk] 
I’I+prot.R:T 
Then, connect the two occurrences of r as well as the two occurrences of R. As a 
further example, consider the (row ext) case: 
r t+ R: [n,ml,...,mk] rt57:T 
r t+ ((R 1 n:z)) : [ml,...,mk] 
In this case, connect the occurrence of r in the conclusion with the two occurrences 
r in the premises, and the two occurrences of R and, respectively, of z. 
Let 9, be the graph arising from iterating at all the rules of & the process we just 
outlined, until no further action would create any new edge between two nodes (row 
variables). Having constructed 32, we now have a simple mechanism to identify the 
occurrences of the row-variable references in the derivation E. Namely, for every row 
variable r of E, proceed as follows: 
(i) underline the occurrence of r in the r-reference found at the (ext) or (ouer) rule 
that discharges Y in 8; 
(ii) then underline every non-underlined occurrence of r that is connected to an un- 
derlined occurrence of the same row variable in 9~. 
Let now E be the derivation that results from completing the two steps above. The 
following properties are easily verified for s. 
Proposition 25. For every occurrence of a row variable r in E, this occurrence is 
underlined in s if and only tf it is connected to the occurrence of r in the r-reference 
found at the (ext) or (over) rule that discharges r. 
Proposition 26. Let ~1’ and ~1” be two occurrences of a given type (or row) at any 
of the typing rules of E. Then, given any occurrence of a row variable r in a’, this 
occurrence is underlined tf and only zf so is the corresponding occurrence of r in CC”. 
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Proposition 27. Let pro t.((ra 1 6~)) be a type occurring in 8. This type is an occur- 
rence of the r-reference (hence, in particular a = t) if and only if the row variable r 
is underlined in the corresponding occurrence of this type in g. 
All of these properties are relevant to the transformation of simple derivations into 
uniform derivations we have briefly explained earlier in this section. As we said, given 
a simple derivation E, the intention is to obtain a uniform derivation from E by 
systematically substituting the row lt.(( )) for all the occurrences of the row variable Y 
found in pro-types that are not occurrences of the r-reference. 
Then, Proposition 25 tells us that the row occurrences that should be substituted 
are all and only the occurrences that are not underlined in E; Proposition 26, in turn, 
ensures that applying the substitution to the occurrences of a type (row) in a rule 
generates equal types (rows); finally, Proposition 27 guarantees that if the result of the 
substitution process is a derivation, then it is also a uniform derivation (for the only 
polymorphic pro-types that outlive the substitution process are the r-references). 
A final remark is in order for the row-variable declarations occurring in the contexts 
of the derivation. As we said, and as it follows from the construction of the graph 9~, 
the declarations of a row variable r are never connected to other occurrences of r in the 
graph. This is necessary, for otherwise we would end up connecting all the occurrences 
of r in the derivation, thus falling short of identifying the occurrences of this variable 
within its reference. As a result, row-variable declarations are not underlined in ,Y, and 
deserve separate treatment in the substitution process we describe next. 
5.3.2. Substitutions 
In formalizing the transformation, we realize that the process of substitution should 
affect not only the occurrences of a row variable within the pro-types of E, but also 
the corresponding occurrences of this variable within the rows arising in the kinding 
judgements of the derivation. 
Using the meta-syntactic variables R to indicate (possibly) underlined rows, we then 
denote with RU the row that results from the substitution. More precisely: if R is a 
(possibly underlined) row, R# denotes the row that results (i) from substituting the 
row At.{{ )) for every non-underlined occurrence of a row variable r within R, and (ii) 
from erasing the underline from all the underlined occurrences. We define R# directly 
as the result of applying the substitution and reducing the /I-redex that arises from the 
substitution. We first give a definition for rows of kind rc. Rows of kind T+K are 
treated separately, in Definitions 30 and 31 below. 
Definition 28 (Substitution for rows). The definition is given by induction on the struc- 
ture of rows. The cases of underlined and non-underlined row variables are distin- 
guished. 
(O)# = (0); 
((R 1 m:4)p = ((R# I m:~)); 
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Accordingly, given a row R, every occurrence of a row scheme ((rc 1 my’)) within 
this row is replaced in RI by the row ((m&)) that results from recursively applying 
the substitution to the rows nested within the types T. Instead, row schemes such as 
((rr 1 m?r)) occurring in R (with Y underlined) are transformed into the corresponding 
row scheme ((Tz# 1 m’f’q)). 
Definition 29 (Substitution for types). 
tp = t; 
(pro t.R)# = pro t.Rg; 
(OAZ)# = a#+z#. 
Definition 30 (Substitution for contexts). 
&# = E; 
(T,x : Z)# = z-$,X : z#; 
(r,t : i‘-)$ = T#,t : T; 
(T,r : T+K)# = T#,r : T+K. 
Note that the row-variable declarations of a context are not affected by the substitu- 
tion. This is required to ensure that the derivations of kinding judgements can be made 
uniform (see the (projection) case in the proof of Lemma 32 below). 
Definition 31 (Substitution for judgements). For any given judgement r t+ A, the 
result of the substitution is the judgement T# t+ A#, where AR is defined by cases 
as follows (the last two clauses handle the case of underlined and non-underlined 
occurrences): 
(e : z)g = e : 78; 
(7 : T)# = z# : T; 
(R : K)# = R# : rc; 
(L : TAK)# = r : T-+K; 
(r : T+K)# = At.({)) : T+K. 
5.3.3. From j&-order derivations to uniform derivations 
Given a simple derivation we give a proof of the existence of a corresponding 
uniform derivation. The proof is constructive, and it implicitly defines a systematic 
method for finding the desired uniform derivation. 
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The outline of the proof is as in Section 5.2: given a simple derivation, pick out 
a judgement r E A in this derivation, and let 2 be the subderivation rooted at this 
judgement. We show that a corresponding uniform subderivation 8# for the judgement 
r# l+ A# can be obtained from E. 
Again, the proof is given in two steps. Lemma 34 proves the desired property for 
the case when A is a kinding judgement of the form r : T or R : IC. Lemma 35 handles 
the case when A is a typing judgement of the form e : t. 
The proof of Lemma 34, in turn, uses two preliminary results. Lemma 32 proves the 
desired property for kinding judgements under the additional assumption that a uniform 
derivation exists for r# l+ *. Lemma 33 uses Lemma 32 to show that the additional 
assumption is, in fact, unnecessary. 
All the derivations and judgements mentioned in the hypotheses of the following 
lemmas are intended to be subderivations, and judgements, of a given simple derivation 
resulting from the underlining described earlier in this section. 
Lemma 32. Let Z be the derivation of a judgement r I+ U : V, where U : V is either 
z : T or R : K. If a uniform derivation exists for r# F *, then a uniform derivation 
also exists for the judgement r# l+ Ug : V. 
Proof. By induction on the derivation E of r K U : V, by a case analysis on last rule 
of this derivation. 
(projection). In this case, the judgement in question is r t+ U : V, where U : V is 
either t : T, or r : T-K, or r : TAK, and r is either the context r’, t : T,P’, or 
the context r’, r : T+ K, P for some choice of P and r”. 
This case is the basis of induction, since the derivation of this judgement depends 
only on the derivation of the judgement r l+ *, with Tr E * derivable by hypothesis. 
The desired uniform derivation can be constructed in either of the following ways, 
depending on whether U : V is, respectively, r : T--K, or r : T+K, or t : T: 
E”i 
rk,r: 7-+&I-; E * E* # 3’ 
ri,r : T+rc,T;,t : T E () : K J$Y: T’K,r; I+ * r;,t: T,;k’ t+ * 
r&r : T-K, rt E At.0 : T-k’ I$,r : T-uc,rf k r: T+lc’ I$t:T,I-&’ Et:T’ 
E”; is the uniform derivation for r E *, that exists by hypothesis. That the deriva- 
tions are uniform follows from the observation, mentioned already, that the only 
polymorphic pro-types that outlive in r# are the row-variable references. 
(type pro). In this case, the judgement in question is r t+ pro t.R : T, and the 
premise of the rule is r, t : T E R : K. Then r, t : T k * is derivable, which implies 
that t @ Dam(r). From this, and from the hypothesis that a uniform derivation exists 
for Ta E *, it follows that a uniform derivation also exists for Tr, t : T E *. Then 
the claim follows by the induction hypothesis. 
The cases (type arrow), (empty row) and (row label), follow immediately from the 
induction hypothesis. The (row ext) case also follows from the induction hypothesis, 
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using the fact that ((R 1 rn~))~ = ((Rs 1 mxg)) by definition. The (TOW fn abs) case 
is vacuous (there are no such rows in a simple derivation). 
l (row fn app). In this case the judgement in question is r E R : K, and either R = rz 
or R = TZ (reminder: applications have this restricted form in simple derivations). If 
R = yz, the derivation E has the following structure: 
E’ T/I 
rt+r:T+lc T;r:T 
rErrz:lC 
Then the claim follows by induction on the subderivations %’ and %‘I, using the fact 
that (rz)# = Y(T#) by definition. The desired uniform derivation is simply 
E; g” # 
r# t+ r : T-+K 
r’ kk ‘# ’ T (row fn app). 
r# t+ rq : K 
If instead R = r-z, by definition we have (YZ)# = (()), and the desired uniform 
derivation can be constructed as follows: 
z”b* 
where E,* is the uniform derivation for r# E * in the hypothesis of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 33. If the judgement r I+ * is derivable, then r# F * has a uniform deriva- 
tion. 
Proof. By induction on the length of r. The base case is immediate, for E# s E and 
E E * is itself the uniform derivation. There are three inductive cases: again we use 
the fact that r t+ * is derivable if so is r E A. 
(type var). In this case, the judgement in question is r, t : T E *, t $ Dam(r), and 
r tk * is derivable. By induction hypothesis, T# k * has a uniform derivation, and 
since Dam(T) = Dom(T$), it follows that also r#, t : T E * has the desired uniform 
derivation. 
(exp var). In this case, the judgement in question is T,x : z t+ *. Then x $ Dam(T) 
and r k z : T is derivable, which implies that r k * also is derivable. By induction 
hypothesis r# t+ * has a uniform derivation, and then r# I+ z# : T has a uniform 
derivation by Lemma 32. Now, the uniform derivation for T#,x : z# E * can be 
completed with an application of (exp var). 
(row oar). In this case, the judgement in question is T,r : T+lc E *, with r $ 
Dam(r), and r t+ * is derivable. The claim follows directly from the induction 
hypothesis using the fact that (T,r : T+K)# = T#,r : T-+K by definition. 0 
Combining Lemmas 32 and 33 we have the desired property for kinding judge- 
ments. 
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Lemma 34. Let E be the derivation of a judgement r t+ U : V, where U : V is either 
z : T or R : IC. Then a t&form derivation exists for the judgement r# E Ug : V. 
Proof. Since r I+ U : V has a derivation, then r E * also is derivable. From Lemma 
33, r# E * has a uniform derivation, and the proof follows by Lemma 32. 0 
Next, we prove the corresponding result for typing judgements of the form r t+ e : z. 
Lemma 35. Let E be the derivation for the judgement r I+ e : z. Then a umform 
derivation exists for the judgement Tg I+ e : zg. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation 8: the construction of the uniform 
derivation for T# I+ e : zg results from the inductive reasoning exactly as in Lemma 32. 
The (projection) case uses the fact that r E * is derivable, and Lemma 33 to 
derive that r# I+ * has a uniform derivation. Lemma 33 is used similarly to handle 
the case of (empty). The cases (abs), (app) and (send) follow immediately from 
the induction hypothesis. The case of (ext) also follows by the induction hypothesis, 
using Lemma 34 on the kinding judgement (i.e., the second premise of the rule), and 
observing that none of the occurrences of r in the rule is substituted (the declaration 
of r in the context of the typing judgement of the method body is not substituted by 
definition; the occurrences of r in the r-reference are not substituted, because underlined 
by construction). The case of (over) is similar to (ext), with the difference that it does 
not require Lemma 34. 0 
From Lemma 35, we finally have the result we wished to prove. 
Theorem 36. Let r E e : T be a first-order judgement from [15]. This judgement is 
derivable tf and only tf it has a untform derivation. 
Proof. The “if” part of the claim is obvious, since every uniform derivation is a 
derivation. For the “only if” part we reason as follows. Since r t+ e : z is first-order 
and derivable, then by Proposition 13, it has a simple derivation. Then, by Lemma 35, 
it follows that rg K e : z# has a uniform derivation. Finally, observe that r# E e : zg is 
just the judgement r E e : z itself, given that neither r nor r contain any occurrence 
of a row variable, since r E e : 7 is first-order. q 
6. Conclusions 
We have presented a new type system for the Lambda Calculus of Objects, that 
gives provision for MyType method specialization, while at the same time allowing 
static detection of message-not-understood run-time errors. The new system relies on 
matching and implicit match-bounded quantification to render the effect of the row 
schemes used in the original type system for this calculus [15]. 
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We have also carried out a formal study of the relative expressive power of the two 
systems, showing that they are equivalent on derivations of first-order typing judge- 
ments. This implies that the new system and the original one are equally expressive in 
the typing of closed expressions (or programs). 
The result does not generalize to arbitrary expressions and judgements, as we have 
shown giving examples of typing judgements derivable in [15] that cannot be mean- 
ingfully encoded into our system. In fact, although we have not proved it, we are 
convinced that the original system is strictly more expressive than the one we have 
presented, if we consider arbitrary judgements. The fundamental reason for this is that 
the kinding system of [15] is strictly more informative than ours, as it conveys infor- 
mation on method absence, a form of negative information that cannot be accounted 
for with matching. 
On the other hand, the additional expressive power of the original system has a price, 
which is reflected in the complexity of the calculus of rows in [ 151. Also, in practice, 
the gap between the two systems is less severe than it appears. Notice, in fact, that 
both system rely on an implicit form of quantification, whereby the only polymorphic 
expressions are method bodies, which reside within closed objects and may not be 
used as polymorphic functions. Adding explicit quantification, and hence polymorphic 
functions, would be possible for both systems, yielding a tradeoff. The extension would 
be more effective for the system of [ 151 than for our system: with that extension, it 
would be possible, for instance, to write mixins, i.e., polymorphic functions that add 
a method to their parameter (see for instance [6], where an imperative version of [15] 
is presented with explicit quantification), a feature that our system could not account 
for. On the other hand, the addition of universal types in our system would allow 
an elegant form of match-bounded polymorphism, which seems to be more naturally 
expressed and more easily understood that the form of row-polymorphism that would 
arise in the extension of [ 151. 
Given these observations, the equivalence we have established seems to be a quite 
satisfactory measure of the expressive power of the new system, especially when one 
considers the reduced complexity of proofs and typing derivations with respect to the 
original system. Furthermore, as we already pointed out, the new approach to the 
rendering of method polymorphism seems to bring a new perspective on the problem 
of relating type systems for the Lambda Calculus of Objects and companion systems 
for related calculi. 
6.1. Related work 
The type systems for the language PolyToil of [lo], and for the suite of Object 
Calculi described in [3] are closely related to the system we have presented. There 
are, however, two fundamental differences. The first is that in our system support is 
provided for primitives that change the shape of an object by the addition of methods, 
an operation that is only allowed on classes in [lo] and [3]. On the other hand, [3, lo] 
give provision for subtyping and subsumption over the types of objects, two issues 
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that we have deliberately disregarded here to privilege the comparative analysis with 
[151. 
These two aspects left aside, all systems, including ours, share the same fundamental 
ideas in the main typing rules. While this was somehow expected, given the similarities 
among the untyped calculi, having exposed this relationships at the typing level is one 
of the payoffs of the system we have presented. 
As for subtyping, it is worth mentioning that the system of this paper is amenable 
to the extension of the Lambda Calculus of Objects with subtyping presented in [16]. 
Subtyping could be accounted for in our system by distinguishing two “classes” of 
object types, namely pro-types and obj-types, exactly as it is done in [ 161. The dis- 
tinction would still reflect the different uses of objects in the type system, either as 
prototypes, as we have described in the paper, or as “proper” objects created from 
prototypes by promoting their types to corresponding obj-types, via subtyping. Type 
promotion for a prototype would then have the same effect as in [ 161 of “sealing” the 
prototype, by disallowing method additions and “external” redefinitions (in such a way 
the subsumption rule can be used soundly), but still allowing objects to respond to 
messages, and to modify their structure via “internal” overrides on se& 
As a final remark, we should mention that a similar approach to the rendering of 
method polymorphism for the Lambda Calculus of Objects is proposed in [5]. The key 
difference, with respect to the system of this paper, is that [5] uses subtyping in place of 
matching, and subtype-bounded quantification. Again, there are fundamental tradeoffs 
between the two solutions. On one side, the use of subtyping in [5] allows object 
subsumption, as well as unrestricted combinations of subsumption with the typing of 
method additions and overrides, giving that system more flexibility than ours. On the 
other side, matching appears to be superior to subtyping in the rendering of the desired 
typing of methods. In fact, in order to ensure safe uses of subsumption, the system of 
[5] allows type promotion for an object type only when the methods in the promoted 
type do not reference any of the methods of the original type. As in [7], labeled types 
are used to encode the inter-dependencies among methods in the methods’ types. In 
[5], however, labeled types involve some additional limitations over [7], and additional 
complexity in the typing rules for method addition and redefinition. 
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Appendix A. Typing rules of our system 
General rules: r )_ A stands for any derivable judgement in the system. 
(start) 
&F* 
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(uar) 
r I- zx 6 Dam(r) 
r, x:z t * 
W# var) 
r t TU q! Dom(T> 
r, u -+f z t * 
Rules for types: In the degenerate case k = 0, 
r k *. 
(type arrow) 
(we pro) 
Rules for terms 
(projection) 
Cabs) 
Gw) 
(empty) 
(W 
(over) 
(send) 
(search) 
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the premise of rule (type pro) is 
r t T~+z~ 
r, t <# pro t.(( )) t zi 
r t prot.((ml:rl,...,mk:zk)) 
r’,x : d-1 t * 
rf x . z rff t x : z 3 . > 
r, xx1 t ex2 
r t lx.e:zl+z2 
r t elx+q r t e2:21 
r t ele2:22 
r t el : pro t.((mTp)) 
r, u <# pro t.((mTp, nx)) I- e2 : [u/t](t+z) n sr 14 
r t (el +--I- n=e2) : pro t.((mT,,, nx)) 
rFel :0 r t 0 <# pro t.((mTp, nx)) 
r, u <# pro t.((mTp, nx)) t e2 : [u/t](t+z) 
r t (elc n=e2) : 0 
r t e : 0 r k (T <# pro t.((n:z)) 
r I- e -+ n : [a/t]z 
r t e : 0 r t- 0 + prot.((n:z)) r t s <# f.7 
r t- e e n : [s/t](t-z) 
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Rules for matching: Rule (<# reJ1) has the proviso that z is either a pro-type 
or a type variable. 
(<# truns) 
rt0+7 rb+p 
rb0#p 
w P-0) 
r t prot.((R 1 m)) 
r t prot.((R 1 mx)) <# pro t.R 
Appendix B. Typing rules of [15] 
General rules: r t A stands for any derivable judgement in the system; U : V 
stands for either t : T, or Y : K, or x : z. 
(start) 
&K * 
(exp uar) 
rE z x@hm(r) 
r, X:Z i-+ * 
rt+ * t#Dom(r) 
r, t:T t+ * 
(row uar) 
(projection) 
ri+ * u:vEr 
ri+ u:v 
(weakening) 
ri+A r,rfi+-* 
r,rl E A 
Rules for types 
(type arrow) 
(We pro) 
r, t:T t+ R: [ml,...,mk] 
r/G prot.R: T 
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Type and row equality 
(row B) 
@we B) 
(type e9) 
Rules for rows 
(row empty) 
r t+ (0) : bb...~~i 
(row label) 
r I+ R : T”+[ml,. . . ,m/J {nl,. . . ,Q} c{w,. . .,w,} 
l-t+ R: T”-+[nl,..., nil 
(row ext) 
Tt+ R:[n,ml,...,mk] rt+ z: T 
r t+ ((R 1 XT)) : [rn,,...,rnk] 
(row abs) 
T,t : T t+ R: T”-+[ml,...,mk] 
r t+ ilt.R: T”+‘-+[rnl,...,rnk] 
(row app) 
Rules for terms 
r t+ R: T"+'-+[T?Z~,...,mk] ri+ z: T 
r t+ RT : T”-+[rn,,...,rnk] 
Cabs) 
Gw) 
(empty) 
(ext) 
(over) 
r,x:zl I+ e:z2 
r I+ ke:z~--+z2 
r t+ elx472 r t+ e2:zl 
r I-+ ele2:22 
r E (0) : [ml~..~~mkl 
r t+ () : pr~t.(()) 
r t+ et : pro t.((R 1 m??)) 
r,t : T t+ R: [ml ,..., mk,n] 
r, r : T+[Ei,n] t+ e2 : [pro t.((rt ) m%n:z))/t](t-+z) r not in z 
r t+ (el+-+ n=e2) : prot.((R ) m?i,n:z)) 
r t+ el : pro t.((R 1 m5)) 
r, r : T+[rSi] I-? e2 : [pro t.((rt ) m3))/t](t-z) 
r t+ (elt mi=e2) : pro t.((R 1 m5)) 
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(send) 
r t+ e -+ m : [pro t.((R 1 m:z))/t]z 
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